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POST-GREECE 
 

Private Jack Newton, Supply Company, 6 Div AIF 
 

 
Brief Summary of Jack’s time as a PoW, from his Grand-daughter: 
 
Jack Ormiston Newton 
POW No. 3908 
Ser. No. NX1766 - Pvt 6 Div Sup Coy - Australian Army 
DOB 3/09/1913 - Edinburgh, Scotland 
Captured 29/4/1941 in Greece 
Arrived Stalag 1/7/1941 
Lists following work camps on 344 Form: 
 
Lienz   July 41 - Feb 42  Pick & Shovel 
Klagenfurt  Apr 42 - May 42  Sleeper work 
Klagenfurt  July 42 -Feb 43   Pick & Shovel 
Lienz   June 43 - June 43  Quarry  
Schladming  Aug 43 - Jan 44  (Sawmill) 
Glass Heute Feb 44 - Feb 44  (Forestry) 
Thesen  March 44 - March 44 
Mitterlabill May 44 - 28 April 45 Farm work 
  
Died 31/05/1989 
 
 

   
 

Welcome to Wolfsberg – entrance to Stalag XVIIIA 
 

 
 

Below are shown the chronologically assembled details of those PoW Lagers known to have been 
resided in by Jack Newton at some point during his 4 years as a ‘Kriegie’ (although his name does not 
appear on any of the attendance lists).  They are made available by Ian Brown’s excellent (and still 
developing) Stalag 18A’ website.  Jack will have known all of the places and some of the people. 
 
Note that there were several work sites in the Klagenfurt and Thesen camp complexes, and also that 
some Lagers such as Lienz are as yet undocumented.  
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Work Camp 10029 GW 

 

Location: Weidmannsdorf (Klagenfurt) 
Type of work: Cheese factory & Engineering firm (1941), Roadwork, Canal work (1942) 
Man of Confidence: Sergeant Major Allan Stockfeld (1941), Sgt Stuart Stubbings (1942) 
Number of men: 206 (1941), 230 (1942) 
Known to be present: 
 

Forename Surname Rank Unit POW Comments 

David Adams Dvr   4746 New Zealand 

Robert Ernest Adams Pte 18 Inf. Tng. Bn. 3701 Australia 

Herbert John Adcock Pte 2/6 Inf. Bn. 3045 Australia 

Arthur (Andy) Anderson Pte 2/6 Inf. Bn. 3894 Australia; also 10760/L 

Snow Bailey         

Wilfred Angus Bailey Gnr 2/1 Fd. Rg. 3829 Australia 

Bill Baillie       Theatre 

R. (Bob) Bartlett Pte   4375 New Zealand 

T.B. Bassett Tpr RAC 5942   

Robert John Duncan 
(Bob) 

Behan Pte 2/2/Inf. Bn. 3790 Australia; also 11041/GW 

R. Bell         

James Berry Dvr RASC 2492 also 7010/GW? 

Al Bevis       Theatre; also 11057/GW 

Lionel James Bigmore Gnr 2/6 In. Bn. 3808 Australia 

Alfred Goulder Bird Spr   4063 New Zealand 

Jack Bisset         

Ernest Edward (Ted) Bradburn Pte 1 Cps. Sigs. 3804 Australia 

S.L. Bradley Cpl   4246 New Zealand 

Lloyd Walter Brittingham A/Sgt 2/8 Inf. Bn. 3771 Australia 

A. (Bluey) Brookes         

Charles Alfred Browne Pte   3467 New Zealand 

Herbert Bruce Pte 2/2 Inf. Bn. 3397 NSW, Australia 

Leslie Clarence Bullard Pte 2/6 Inf. Bn. 3158 Australia; also 924/GW, 1046/GW 

John Burrows         

Kevin Alphonsus Byrne Dvr H.Q. 6 Div AASC 3705 Australia 

Bernard Cashmore Dvr RASC 1340 Birmingham 

William Edward Cassidy Gnr 3 Lt.A.A.RG. 8171 Australia; also 13048/L 

Len Chadwick       Theatre 

Len Charters Pte 1 A.C. Pet.   Australia; Theatre 

Eddie E. Chatterley Spr RE 2009 Theatre 

Fred Clifton     3609 Theatre 

James Coid Pte RE 1932   

C.F. (Dixie) Colebrook Dvr RASC 3027 Grimsby 

M Collins       Theatre 

W. Collins         

Tom Collyer         

Charles Connor         

Gilbert L. Conyard Sgt 2/3 Inf. Bn. 3510 Sydney, Australia 

G Cooper       Theatre 

L. Copping         

James M. Coradine Sgt   4292 New Zealand; transf'd to Stalag 383 

T. Cox         

Clifford Crouch Pte H.Q. 17 Inf. Bde. 3653 Australia 

Fred Cusworth Spr RE 5437   

http://www.stalag18a.org/wc10760L.html
http://www.stalag18a.org/wc10029gw.html#Theatre
http://www.stalag18a.org/wc11057gw.html
http://www.stalag18a.org/wc924gw.html
http://www.stalag18a.org/wc1046GW.html
http://www.stalag18a.org/wc13048L.html
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Michael Ralph 
Cyster 
(Cister) 

Galley 
Boy 

MV Eleonara 
Maersk 

8207 also 109/L; killed in air-raid 16.1.44 

William John Davey Tpr RAC 1382 Somerset, also 13079/L 

D. Davies         

John Dawson Dvr RASC 2543   

Thomas (Butch) Day Gnr RA 6737 Theatre 

B.J. (Ronnie) De Knock Dvr RASC 3448 London; Theatre 

Ralph Dennis       Theatre 

A.R.N. (Roy) Dobson Pte 2/7 Inf. Bn. 3628 Victoria, Australia; also 11066/GW 

Robert Dickson Douglas Gnr RA 787 Barnsley; also 10030/GW 

John (Pop) Dowrick Pte 2/8 Inf. Bn.   Australia 

Derrick John Duggan Pte H.Q. Gd. Bn. 3617 Australia 

M.D. (Dudley) Duigan       Theatre 

Alan Ernest Easson Pte 
1 Cps Tp Supp 
Clmn 

4035 Australia; killed in air-raid 19.2.45 

Gwylim Edwards         

Bob Elliott         

Les Elliott         

Charles W.L. Endacott Dvr RASC 3092   

Frank Falla Cpl RASC 3136 Transf'd to Stalag 383 

K.R. Filmer Pte   134 New Zealand 

Edward Firkin Cpl RASC 3534 Transf'd to Stalag 383 

Maurice B. Fisher Spr RE 1586 Staffs; also 11030/GW? 

Albert Freeman Farrier RAVC 1715 Lincoln; also 11072/GW 

Henry Thomas 
(Froggie) 

French Pte RAVC 1447 killed air-raid 19.2.45 

J.B. (Jack) Fryer Spr   4537 New Zealand; Batman to Capt Munroe 

William Jefferson Gilbert Sgmn 1 Cps Sigs 4049 Australia; killed air-raid 19.2.45 

J. Gilman Spr RE 2107   

Leslie J.H. Gladwell Pte RASC 2575 killed air-raid 19.2.45 

Alan Guthrie Glass Pte RE 3221   

J Gordon       Theatre 

Eric Charles Green Gnr 2/1 Fld. Rgt. 3644 Australia; killed air-raid 19.2.45 

Taffy Griffiths         

Cam Grinter Cpl 2NZEF 740 Theatre 

Steve (Tubby) Haines L/Cpl 2/6 Inf. Bn. 3720 Australia 

Stanley Hallas Spr RE 1794 Huddersfield 

Edward S.C. Hanger L/Cpl 1 Cps Ptl Pk 3940 Australia 

George John Harrington Pte   4026 New Zealand 

J. (Shorty) Harvey         

Francis Charles Hawken Pte 2/6 Inf. Bn. 3497 Victoria, Australia 

Francis B. Hawkins Pte   4014 New Zealand 

Richard G Hersey Spr RE 2164 Aldershot, UK 

John Highton Spr RE 1206 possible; died 19.2.45 

Reginald Holford Dvr RASC 2296   

John Edgar Holman Pte 2/7 Inf. Bn. 3583 Australia 

Gilbert Chandler Hool Pte   4224 New Zealand 

Ivor Hudson       Theatre 

Robert A. Huxham Pte RAVC 579   

D Jenkins       Theatre 

A. Johnson       Edinburgh 

W. (Taffy) Jones         

Walter D. Keast Pte 2/6 Inf. Bn. 4028 Australia 

W.D. Keith Pte 21 Bn. 54 New Zealand 

? Kerr       Theatre 

Pat Kershaw       London 

Ken Kewell Gnr RA 1630 Theatre 

Ivo (Heck) Lanham Pte H.Q. 6 Div. AASC 7105 Australia 

http://www.stalag18a.org/wc109L.html
http://www.stalag18a.org/dobson/dobson01.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/wc11066gw.html
http://www.stalag18a.org/wc10030gw.html
http://www.stalag18a.org/graves.html
http://www.stalag18a.org/wc11030gw.html
http://www.stalag18a.org/wc11072gw.html
http://www.stalag18a.org/graves.html
http://www.stalag18a.org/graves.html
http://www.stalag18a.org/graves.html
http://www.stalag18a.org/graves.html
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Thomas William Laracy Pte H.Q. Gd. Bn. 4001 Australia 

Edward A. Law Gnr RA 1879   

Charles H.J. Lawrence Tpr RAC 6047   

Alf Lawton Spr RE 1601 Theatre 

Cecil James Leach Pte 4 Fld. Amb. 1505 Auckland, New Zealand 

F Lee       Theatre 

S.D. Lightfoot Gnr   767 New Zealand 

F.L. Linford Dvr RASC 2465   

Ian Hamilton Lipsett Pte 2/8 Inf. Bn. 3634 Australia 

Roderick George Lymburn Pte   4236 New Zealand 

Charlie Macauley Dvr H.Q. 6 Div. AASC 5952 Australia 

Harold George 'Winks' Malcolm Pte 2/2 Inf. Bn. 3324 Australia 

S.F. Mann Dvr RASC 6891   

R.A. (Dick) Maplesden Gnr RA 5933 Theatre 

Eric B. Marland Dvr RASC 3195   

Sydney Percival Martin Pte H.Q. 6 Div. AASC 3650 Australia; died 18.12.44 (air-raid) 

C. May         

J.D. McCallum Pte   7656 New Zealand 

G. McCann         

Lyle (Mo) McCartney L/Cpl H.Q. 6 Div. AASC 3882 AustraliaTheatre 

Ancas R. McDougall Dvr RASC 1730 Theatre 

Archie McGechie L/Cpl RASC 7698 Theatre 

Ron McGlashan Pte   4179 New Zealand 

Frederick Stanley 
(Snow) 

McGorrery Pte 2/11 Inf. Bn. 656 Australia 

John Edward McHale Dvr RASC 3161 Kent 

Malcolm Newton McInnes Pte H.Q. Gd. Bn. 3904 Australia 

A. McKee Gnr RA 5023   

Clyde Vivian McLachan Pte 2/1 M.G. Bn. 5748 Australia 

Pat McLean         

Scotty McLeod         

A. McNeill         

H. Merrillees         

Don C. Michie Pte RASC 681   

Ernest Midwood L/Cpl RASC 2436 Theatre 

Joe Miller         

M Minarapa Pte   4355 New Zealand; transf'd to Stalag 18C 

C. Mitchell         

Harry Mitchell         

J. Montgomery         

Ted Morgan         

C. Morris         

Jack Austen Albert Mudge Pte RASC 2845   

F. Mullins         

Donald Cyril Munns Dvr RASC 2636 
Surrey; also 10620/GW, 11027/GW, 
27/HV 

James Gibson Munroe Capt RAMC 1503 M.O.; also 18A, 95/GW 

Fred Murcott Gnr RA 2596 Chesterfield; also 11072/GW 

F. Murray         

H.J. Murray         

C.H.T. Newton T/L/Cpl   1520 New Zealand 

John (Jock) Nowell Pte 6 Div. Sigs. 4006 Australia 

Thomas Joseph Oldfield Tpr RAC 1665 
Barnsley; also 18A; transf'd to Stalag 
344 

Edward Frank O'Leary Pte 2/2 Inf. Bn. 3379 Australia; Theatre 

Leslie B. Olsen Pte   4158 New Zealand 

John Aubrey O'Malley Pte 2/11 Inf. Bn. 5580 Australia 

Taffy Owens         

R. Paku Pte   594 New Zealand 

http://www.stalag18a.org/graves.html
http://www.stalag18a.org/wc10620gw.html
http://www.stalag18a.org/wc95gw.html
http://www.stalag18a.org/wc11072gw.html
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F. Parker         

Frederick Payne Dvr RASC 3249 Biggleswade 

Edward Peake         

Stan Pendlebury Pte 2/6 Inf. Bn. 3118 Australia 

Tiny Peterson         

Jack Pitt         

R. Porter         

Tom Powell         

J.F. Prendergast T/L/Cpl   5071 New Zealand 

D. (Jock) Purves       Theatre 

Harry J. Quarry Pte RASC 3178   

Maurice William Quigan Gnr   4240 New Zealand 

Larry Quinn         

Alan Noel Rabbitts Pte   4235 New Zealand 

William Reid         

Robert Reihana Pte   4394 New Zealand 

V.A. Reynolds Gnr RA 867   

Ronald Luther Richards Dvr RASC 3349 Theatre 

George Robert Carr Richardson Pte 2/11 Inf. Bn. 3695 Australia 

Bob Roberts         

R. (Jock) Robertson         

S. Rogers         

Bernard Philip Ryan Pte 2/1 Inf. Bn. 4023 NSW, Australia 

John R. Samuels Pte   837 New Zealand; also Gmund 

Leslie N. Scott Dvr RASC 1581   

Reginald G. Seaman Dvr RASC 2913   

Jim Seed Dvr RASC 3299   

Geoffrey B. Skinner L/Bdr RA 3028   

Johnny Slack Spr RE 1724 Theatre 

A.H. Smith         

J. Smith         

R. (Bob) Smith         

W. (Bill) Smith         

Taffy Soper         

Jim P. Speake Pte RAVC 1179   

Stuart Barnard Spooner Pte   152 New Zealand 

Luke Stuart (Jock) Spoor Pte 2/7 Inf. Bn. 1950 Australia 

J. Stevens         

Allan H Stockfeld Sgt Maj 1 HQ Cp. 4070 MOC 

Jim Stroud         

 Stuart Stubbings Sgt HQ 6 Div AASC 3872 Australia; MOC 

? Sudden         

Stan Summers         

John Sunley Pte 22 Bn. 489 
New Zealand; also 10049/GW, 
299/GW 

William Francis Surtees Gnr RA 5186 Capt'd Crete; also 200/GW, 955/GW 

W. Sutherland         

C. Taylor         

J Taylor       Theatre 

Thomas H.S. Taylor Gnr RA 5885 
Stoke-on-Trent; also 11057/GW, 
11066/GW 

Basil Gwyn Thomas Tpr RAC 5944   

Mick Thomas         

Roy Ernest Thorpe Pte 2/12 Inf. Bn. 4320 Australia 

Albert A. Tilling Sgmn R Sigs 3535 Ellesmere Port, UK 

L.W. Tipper Pte H.Q. 17 Inf. Bde. 3605 Australia 

John Onias (Leo) Turton Pte 2/2 Inf. Bn. 3539 NSW, Australia 

J.A. (Jack) Tutor Pte H.Q. 17 Inf. Bde. 3584 Victoria, Australia 

Allan J. Vaughan Pte 1 Cp. Ptl. Pk. 7119 Australia; also 10084/GW 

http://www.stalag18a.org/wcGmund.html
http://www.stalag18a.org/wc10049gw.html
http://www.stalag18a.org/wc11057gw.html
http://www.stalag18a.org/wc10084gw.html
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Arthur Wade       Theatre 

Gordon Walker         

Cecil (Charlie) Walsh Dvr 1 Cps. Tp. Sply 4073 Australia; repat'd 1943 

John E. Warburton Pte 2/11 Inf. Bn. 5728 WA, Australia 

P Watson       Theatre 

Francis Welch Pte 18 Inf. Tng. Bn. 3636 Queensland, Australia 

Donald L. Westbrook Pte RASC 2785   

Jack Whitehead         

J.L. Whittet Dvr RASC 3523   

J.B. Wilding Pte Leic. 2836 Wolverhampton 

Ron or Ray Williams Pte 1 Cp. Ptl. Pk. 3982 Australia (possible) 

Timothy J. Williams Gnr   4227 New Zealand 

Frank Wilmer         

Jack Wilmott Spr RE 5774 Derby; also 11030/GW? 

Tug Wilson         

Harold Russell Wilton Pte   4211 New Zealand 

James Alexander 
(Lofty) 

Windsor Pte 2/11 Inf. Bn. 3706 Australia 

Donald Thomas Henry Winter L/Cpl 1 Cps. Sigs. 3853 Australia 

J. Woodhouse         

C. Woods         

F.B. Woods Dvr RASC 3554   

Jock Woods         

Les Woods         

F.A. Woolmer Pte H.Q. 6 Div. AASC 7420 Australia 

Gordon Nelson Yates Pte 2/6 Inf. Bn. 3989 Australia 

S. Young         

 
Michael Byrne 

Michael is the son of Kevin Byrne, an ex-inmate of 10029/GW, who brought back to Australia many photos of the 
POWs in the camp. The marvellous thing that Kevin did (which I wish many other POWs had done) was to put 
the names of all the POWs on the photos. This has made a tremendous contribution to the knowledge of 
10029/GW. Michael has created a blog devoted to 10029/GW. You can access it by following this link: 
http://klagenfurtpow.blogspot.com.au/2015/12/home.html 

 Plan of the camp 

 

 

Plan (pre-1945) 
Aerial photo, April 

1945 

Paul Angerer has sent me an aerial photo of 10029/GW taken in April, 1945. It clearly shows the effects of the 
misdirected USAF air-raid on the camp in February, 1945. From this photo, I have been able to create a simple 
map of the camp as it might have looked before the air-raid. After much close examination of many photographs 
taken inside the camp, I have been able to identify many of the buildings used by the POWs. These buildings 
have been designated by letters. 

 
A - A small hut in the square where most POW activities took place. 
B, D, E, X - the larger barracks which surrounded the square. The football goal stood in front of B. X was 
destroyed in the air-raid and then rebuilt. D was also destroyed and not rebuilt. 
C - Also destroyed and not rebuilt. 
H - A small hut seen behind the tennis 'court'. 

http://klagenfurtpow.blogspot.com.au/2015/12/home.html
http://www.stalag18a.org/angerer/wc10029gwplan.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/angerer/angerer13.jpg
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The pictures shown below come from Helen Amison whose husband's grandfather, George Amison, was a POW 
in a nearby camp (11057GW), and also Ian Glass, whose father, Alan Glass, was held in 10029GW. The tennis 
player on the left in the first picture is probably Alan Glass. (His son Ian is convinced!) 

Pam Boundy, daughter of Tpr William John Davey, RAC, has also kindly sent me some photographs to add to 
the collection. Also Colin Scott, son of Dvr Leslie Scott, RASC, Robert Hanger, son of Ted Hanger, Dave Taylor, 
whose wife is the niece of Gwylim Edwards, and Wendy Aitkenhead, whose uncle, Jeff Gilbert, was killed in 
the air-raid. 

Note: There is some doubt as to whether all of these photographs relate directly to 10029/GW. Some 
photographs appear to have been taken at this camp but show groups of POWs associated with nearby, smaller 
camps. It is possible that groups were brought into 10029/GW for photographs to be taken. 

   

 

Group Steindorf Group Group Christmas group 

 

 

 

 

Charlie Macauley 
group 1 

Charlie Macauley group 2 Group 
Francis Hawken 

group 

 

 
 

 

Hut group Hut group Barrack A6 Barrack group 

http://www.stalag18a.org/10029GW/square01a.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/10029GW/square02a.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/10029GW/square15a.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/10029GW/square20a.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/10029GW/square21a.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/10029GW/square23a.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/10029GW/square26a.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/10029GW/tennis06a.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/10029GW/tennis02a.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/10029GW/tennis05a.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/wc11057gw.html
http://www.stalag18a.org/alanglass.html
http://www.stalag18a.org/wc10029gw.html#airraid
http://www.stalag18a.org/scottcolin/scottcolin04.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/scottcolin/scottcolin03.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/scottcolin/scottcolin05.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/boundy/boundy07.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/simpson/simpson02.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/simpson/simpson03.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/boundy/boundy05.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/hine/hine01.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/byrne/byrne08.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/byrne/byrne05.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/byrne/byrne06.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/byrne/byrne07.jpg
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Charlie Macauley William Davey Alan Glass Gilbert Conyard 

 
 

 

 

Kevin Byrne George Richardson Ron McGlashan 
Churchill the Camp 

Dog 

 

 

  

 

Leslie Bullard Maurice Fisher   Ian Lipsett 

 

 

 

 

Group at tables Potato cart Cookhouse  Cookhouse 

 

 

 

 

Unknown 
Ted Hanger on left, R. 

Williams on right 
James Berry group Kevin Byrne + two   

 
 

 

 

James Berry 
group 

James Berry group Basil Thomas group 
Bernard Cashmore 

group 

http://www.stalag18a.org/simpson/simpson01.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/boundy/boundy01.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/alanglass.html
http://www.stalag18a.org/jakopie/jakopie01.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/alanglass.html
http://www.stalag18a.org/bredajakopic.html
http://www.stalag18a.org/byrne/byrne01.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/byrne/byrne02.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/byrne/byrne03.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/byrne/byrne10.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/kevinbyrne.html
http://www.stalag18a.org/jorritsma/jorritsma01.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/jorritsma/jorritsma07.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/boundy/boundy03.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/boundy/boundy04.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/aitkenhead/aitkenhead02.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/byrne/byrne09.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/jorritsma/jorritsma03.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/hanger/hanger01.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/collardberry/collardberry13.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/byrne/byrne04.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/collardberry/collardberry03.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/collardberry/collardberry04.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/thomascate/thomascate01.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/smithbern/smithbern03.jpg
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Gwylim Edwards 
group 

Fred Cusworth group 1 Fred Cusworth group 2 Fred Payne group 

 

 

 

 

Archie McGechie 
group 

Robert Douglas group Bill Cassidy group Jeff Gilbert group 

 

      

Melody Makers       

  
Sport 

 
  

Tennis 

  
 

Boxing match Whirlwinds, Cup Runners up, 1943 Football team 

  

 

  

  Bernard Cashmore team   

 
 
Empire Games, 1944 

This seems to have been a major sporting event in which POWs from several neighbouring camps were involved. 
Not all of the pictures in this section may be from that one event. 

 

 

 

England Team Group Relay Team 

http://www.stalag18a.org/taylordave/taylordave04.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/dent/dent01.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/dent/dent02.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/strange/strange01.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/willey/willey44.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/lees/lees05.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/cassidy/cassidy02.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/aitkenhead/aitkenhead01.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/amison/melodymakers.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/amison/tennis.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/glass/glass11.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/jorritsma/jorritsma02.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/mudge/mudge04.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/taylordave/taylordave01.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/askell/askell15.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/smithbern/smithbern04.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/glass/glass29sports01.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/glass/glass33sports05.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/glass/glass31sports03.jpg
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Athletics Athletics Athletics 

  

 

  

  Athletics   

 

 
 

Relay Team Athletics Athletics 

 

 

 

Tug of War Tug of War Tug of War 

 

 

 

Presentation Tug of War Presentation 

 
May Fair 

Janet Durbin (niece of Donald Munns, RASC) has sent this set of pictures showing a May Day celebration, 
possibly 1943. 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.stalag18a.org/amison/race3.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/amison/sport.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/amison/race1.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/fishergraeme/fishergraeme02.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/amison/race2.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/glass/glass30sports02.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/glass/glass32sports04.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/amison/tugofwar.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/glass/glass35sports07.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/glass/glass36sports08.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/amison/present3.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/jorritsma/jorritsma04.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/boundy/boundy14.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/durbin/10029GW/MayDay/durbin101.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/durbin/10029GW/MayDay/durbin102.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/durbin/10029GW/MayDay/durbin103.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/durbin/10029GW/MayDay/durbin149.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/durbin/10029GW/MayDay/durbin152.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/durbin/10029GW/MayDay/durbin174.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/durbin/10029GW/MayDay/durbin154.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/durbin/10029GW/MayDay/durbin159.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/durbin/10029GW/MayDay/durbin206.jpg
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Alan Glass brought back this rather eerie set of pictures of a Skating competition.  

 

 

 

Alan Glass also brought back this sequence of pictures of an unknown ceremony from 10029/GW. Padre John 
Ledgerwood can be identified at the front of the procession in the third picture. 

  

 

 

  

 

From the same ceremony, Paul Angerer has identified that the parade marched along Siebenhugelstrasse. Some 
of the houses in the background still exist. In the older photo, the camp is on the left. 

 

 

1943? 2011 

Pam Boundy has sent in the following two pictures which appear to show similar ceremonies as those above but, 
judging by the snow on the ground in the first set of pictures, were not taken at the same time. 

 

 

Armistice 
Day, 1942 

ANZAC Day, 1943 

Theatre 

Both Ian Glass, Colin Scott, David Collard-Berry, Dave Taylor, Bernadette Smith and Alan Willey have sent sets 
of photographs which show various theatre productions. I'm fairly sure that they come from 10029/GW. It's the 
only camp in the area big enough to have a theatre company. 

 

 

 

http://www.stalag18a.org/glass/glass21skate01.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/glass/glass22skate02.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/glass/glass23skate03.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/glass/glass16funeral01.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/glass/glass17funeral02.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/glass/glass18funeral03.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/glass/glass19funeral04.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/glass/glass19funeral05.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/10029GW/durbin125.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/angerer/angerer14.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/boundy/boundy08.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/boundy/boundy09.jpg
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Ghost Train 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

      

 

Rookery Nook 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Ten Minute Alibi 
 

 

  
 

 

    

 

 

Aladdin 

 

 

  

 

  

 

http://www.stalag18a.org/scottcolin/scottcolin06.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/scottcolin/scottcolin07.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/scottcolin/scottcolin08.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/scottcolin/scottcolin28.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/scottcolin/scottcolin29.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/scottcolin/scottcolin30.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/willey/willey20.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/willey/willey23.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/willey/willey25.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/willey/willey05.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/willey/willey04.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/willey/willey06.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/willey/willey07.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/willey/willey08.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/willey/willey09.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/willey/willey10.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/willey/willey11.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/willey/willey12.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/willey/willey13.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/willey/willey15.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/willey/willey14.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/willey/willey16.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/willey/willey17.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/smithbern/smithbern06.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/smithbern/smithbern07.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/smithbern/smithbern09.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/smithbern/smithbern11.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/smithbern/smithbern14.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/smithbern/smithbern12.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/smithbern/smithbern13.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/smithbern/smithbern15.jpg
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Unknown Production 

 

 

 

 

 

    

 

  
 

  

 

Various 

 

  
 

Unknown Unknown Flying High Flying High 

 

 
 

 

Arabian Nights Unknown Unknown Unknown 

 

  

  

Unknown Unknown Unknown   

http://www.stalag18a.org/smithbern/smithbern16.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/smithbern/smithbern08.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/smithbern/smithbern18.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/smithbern/smithbern19.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/willey/willey26.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/willey/willey27.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/willey/willey28.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/willey/willey29.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/willey/willey30.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/willey/willey31.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/willey/willey32.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/willey/willey33.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/willey/willey34.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/smithbern/smithbern25.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/smithbern/smithbern28.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/scottcolin/scottcolin11.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/taylordave/taylordave02.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/taylordave/taylordave03.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/willey/willey43.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/willey/willey35.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/willey/willey37.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/smithbern/smithbern29.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/smithbern/smithbern30.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/smithbern/smithbern31.jpg
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Unknown Unknown Unknown Unknown 

 
 
 
 
Air raid: February 1945 

The following pictures of the damage caused by the air raid, in which 5 POWs were killed, were supplied by 
Helen Amison (grandaughter of George Amison, RASC), Ian Glass (son of Alan Glass, RE), Alina McDonald 
(daughter of Alan Vaughan, AIF) and Janet Durbin (neice of Donald Munns, RASC) 

  
 

 

  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Paul Angerer has sent me a report on the Air Raid completed by the German Authorities. 

6th Company                                                                     Tessendorf, February, 20th 1945   
Home Guard’s Battalion 910 Az.: 2/105/45 
Subject: air raid on Brit. Work Camp 10029 GW, Waidmannsdorf, February, 19th 1945 
Reference: none   
To Police Head Office Klagenfurt    

On February, 19th 1945, Work Camp 10029 GW Waidmannsdorf, demand carrier municipality Klagenfurt, 
occupied by 295 brit. POW’s and Work Camp 11066 GW Hatheyer, occupied by 13 brit. POW’s, which are 
accommodated together in Klagenfurt-Waidmannsdorf, were hit by four direct bomb hits during an air raid. In the 
course of this air raid, Company’s member Schubitz Karl, doing service as a guard, and 3 brit. POW’s were killed 
(This number should be higher. There are at least 5 POWs in the Graves section who were killed on this day.). 
Furthermore, 5 brit. POW’s were badly injured and 26 POW’s were lightly injured.    Four barracks were totally 

http://www.stalag18a.org/smithbern/smithbern21.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/smithbern/smithbern22.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/smithbern/smithbern23.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/smithbern/smithbern24.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/amison/bombed.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/glass/glass13bomb01.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/durbin/10029GW/Bombing/durbin130.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/glass/glass14bomb02.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/glass/glass15bomb03.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/durbin/10029GW/Bombing/durbin131.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/durbin/10029GW/Bombing/durbin133.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/durbin/10029GW/Bombing/durbin134.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/durbin/10029GW/Bombing/durbin136.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/durbin/10029GW/Bombing/durbin138.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/durbin/10029GW/Bombing/durbin165.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/mcdonald/mcdonald06.jpg
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destroyed, 2 barracks were half destroyed and the remaining barracks are not habitable any more. Kitchen and 
theatre hall have been untroubled except some slightly damages. Whether Work Camp 10029 GW will persist or 
not is depending on provision of new accomodations. As yet, the demand carrier wasn’t able to comment on this 
subject. Until the problem of habitation is not solved, the POW’s will be accommodated at the Company in the 
theatre hall in Tessendorf. The KIA’s funeral was initiated by the headquarter’s eldest in Klagenfurt. 

Work Camp 11066 GW soap works Hatheyer, will be, after the demand carrier wasn’t able to create new 
accommodations, dissolved by Hatheyer’s agreement.     During the same air raid, also the civic dairy plant was 
hit. In this area, Work Camp 11001 GW, occupied by 27 french POW’s, is located. Because of the air pressure, 
the accomodation has been made uninhabitable. The POW’s will be, until the accomodations have been 
rebuilded, divided on french Work Camps. No casualties reported. The Work Camp will persist.   

The Company Commander 

Captain R.....? 

 

Original Report 

 
 
International Red Cross Inspection Reports 

Dates of visit: 26 October 1941 & 12 September 1942 

General Description 

 (1941) Some of the men in this camp work in a cheese factory and the others in an engineering firm. Most of 
them work as 'heavy workers' but the work is not stated to be too hard. Their working time is from 7.00 am to 
11.30 am and 1.00 pm to 6.00 pm, in all 9.5 hours a day. Most of them have Sundays free and those few of the 
workers in the cheese factory who work on Sundays have another weekday free. 
(1942) The buildings of this Camp are built around a big yard, which is large enough to play football. The 
buildings are very well built wooden barracks, with rooms for 16 men each. Each man has an iron bed with 
mattresses and enough blankets. In every room is an iron stove for the winter, also a table and benches. In one 
of the buildings is a large recreation room with a stage, where shows and concerts are given. Next to this room is 
the kitchen with quite modern equipment. In the centre of the open space is the wahroom with 40 spigots and 
cold showers. As no hot showers are to be had we took this matter up with the accompanying officer who 
promised to get in touch with the employing firm to have hot showers arranged. 
The great attraction of this camp is an enormous black dog which the prisoners adopted and baptized "Churchill". 
The dog is especially popular with the German guards. 

Money and Pay 

They receive wages of RM 18.20 and are paid once a month. 

Interior arrangement 

The prisoners are all living together in a camp with wooden barracks. The dormitories are not overcrowded and 
make a good impression. Most of the men sleep in single-tier beds. There is electric light and the barracks can be 
heated in winter. Three blankets are provided for each man. 

 

 

http://www.stalag18a.org/angerer/angerer01.jpg
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Bathing and washing facilities 

There is a special barrack with washing and bathing facilities. Troughs and spigots with running cold water are 
sufficient in number. Warm showers can be had if the prisoners light a fire to heat the water. There is a good 
supply of coal. The latrines of the pit type were kept clean 

Food and Cooking 

In the kitchen barrack is a big dining and recreation room. The kitchen is well equipped with cauldrons and a 
stove. The food is prepared by some of the prisoners. As 'heavy workers' the prisoners have an additional food 
ration, but the food is stated to be hardly enough for the work they have to do. The food was otherwise stated to 
be quite good. 

Medical attention and sickness 

The camp has a small infirmary with a man belonging to the new Zealand Medical Corps in charge.There were at 
the time of the visit four patients all suffering from minor industrial accidents. They seemed to be taken good care 
of. There was a fairly good supply of the necessary drugs. 
For dental treatment the men are sent to Stalag. Those who are willing to pay for dental treatment can see the 
dentist in the city. 

Clothing 

(1941) The clothing conditions were not very good. The men had got only one uniform and one set of underwear. 
Many were stated to have very bad shoes. 
(1942) All the men are well dressed. Each man has all the underwaer he needs, also good shoes. 

Canteen 

(1941) A canteen had not been started but arrangements had been made to start one as soon as the prisoners 
had enough money to run it. The German camp leader had in the meantime provided the prisoners with 
cigarettes at his own cost. 
(1942) This camp has a well stocked canteen. All the things which are missing in other places, such as razor 
blades, etc., can be bought here. 

Religious activity 

One of the soldiers reads the Catholic Mass and another soldier the Church of England service every Sunday. 

Recreation and exercise 

(1941) There is plenty of space for sport and exercise inside the fences but so far no sport equipment has been 
provided. The camp leader promised to do what he could to provide a football and some other sport articles, but 
stated that it is very hard to get anything in Germany these days. The prisoners were also told that they would be 
taken for a swim to the nearby river now and then. There is a small garden with flowers and vegetables in which 
the prisoners may work during their spare time. The Man of Confidence expressed a desire for books, indoor 
games and especially for musical instruments. 
(1942) Ping-pong balls, books and a football are asked for. There are quite a few Scotsmen in this camp and 
they would greatly appreciate to receive bagpipes is such an instrument is available. 

Mail 

The men have been permitted to write two letters and two post cards monthly so far. No mail has arrived from 
home as yet, and they had received no Red Cross parcels. (The Man of Confidence at the Stalag is starting to 
send parcels out to all the Work Camps and the German High Command has been requested to arrange for the 
British to be able to write the usual two letters and four post cards monthly. 

General impression 

The Work Camp seems to be very good and the Man of Confidence stated that they had no real complaints to 
make. 
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Further Comments 

March 1942 
Man of Confidence: Sgt Stuart Stubbings, 3872 
September 1942 
230 POWs 
May 1943 
280 POWs, 2 tennis courts in the yard. 
August 1943 
302 POWs 
November 1943 
348 POWs 
February 1945 
Camp destroyed by air-raid. 5 POWs killed. 
  

Liberation of 10029/GW, April/May 1945 

Janet Durbin has sent this rather remarkable set of photos which appear to show the arrival of Allied forces in the 
Klagenfurt area in April or May of 1945. The photo showing crowds in a square was definitely taken in Klagenfurt. 
The statue that can be seen in the background is the Klagenfurt Lindwurm. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

  

Lindwurm in 1945 Lindwurm in 2011 Lindwurm 

 
  
Location of 10029/GW 

Paul Angerer, an amateur historian living in Klagenfurt, has sent me some information concerning the actual site 
of Work Camp 10029/GW. His research has discovered that there was a Displaced Persons Camp on this 
particular site after the war and that the camp almost certainly was 10029/GW before that. The site is now the 
Dag Hammarskjold Housing Estate. 

http://bestiarium.net/lind.html
http://www.stalag18a.org/durbin/1945/durbin140.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/durbin/1945/durbin141.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/durbin/1945/durbin142.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/durbin/1945/durbin147.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/durbin/1945/durbin146.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/durbin/1945/durbin144.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/durbin/1945/durbin145.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/durbin/1945/durbin150.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/durbin/1945/durbin143.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/klagenfurt/Klag11.JPG
http://www.stalag18a.org/klagenfurt/Klag12.JPG
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In June 2011, I met Paul at the location of 10029/GW and we walked around what was the boundary of the old 
camp. The maps and aerial photos shown below are courtesy of Paul and the Klagenfurt Magistrat, Surveying & 
Geoinformation Department. 

 

 

 

 

Weidmannsdorf 
location 

Map of DP Camp, 
1946 

Aerial photo, 1954 Google map, 2011 

  
 

 

Looking NE along 
Siebelhugenstrasse, 
old camp boundary 

on left. 

This hedge follows 
the Western 

boundary of the 
camp. 

Looking NE along 
Kranzmayerstrasse, 
old camp boundary 

on right. 

Looking into the 
estate about the 

main gate 
location. 

  

 

 

  

  
Dag Hammarskjold 

Estate 
Paul & some old 

guy 
  

 
 

 

Work Camp  942 GW 
 

Location: Schladming 
Type of work: Sawmill 
Man of Confidence: Pte F. Minta, 2635 
Number of Men: 52 
Known to be present: 
 

Forename Surname Rank Unit POW Comments 

Philip Oswald Beynon Dvr RE 5808 also 999/L 

S. Burgess         

Eric Evans Sgt RASC 2669   

S. Hawthorne         

Ivor Gordon Pte RAOC 2611   

T. Hornsby Gnr 2/6 Inf. Bn. 3816 Australia 

John (Jack) William George Hutchinson Dvr RASC 2714   

W. Jarrion         

Tom Line Dvr RASC 3513   

A. Lucas         

http://www.stalag18a.org/angerer/waidmannsdorflocation.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/angerer/waidmannsdorf_1946.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/angerer/waidmannsdorf_1954.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/angerer/waidmannsdorf_2011.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/angerer/angerer07.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/angerer/angerer08.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/angerer/angerer10.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/angerer/angerer12.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/angerer/angerer03.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/angerer/angerer06.jpg
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B. Mills         

F. Minta Sgmn R Sigs 2635 MOC 

A. Parker         

F. Paterson         

A. Powell         

William Campbell Russell Dvr RASC 7132 Scotland 

John (Jack) Swinnerton Bdr RA 508 Liverpool; also 10030/GW 

Jack Tansey Pte RASC 2485 Lancs 

B. Towers         

L. Vick Spr RE 5556   

D. Welsh Spr RE 1707   

J. Young         

  

  

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

   
  

 

 

 

 

 

  

http://www.stalag18a.org/wc10030gw.html
http://www.stalag18a.org/russell/russell05.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/russell/russell02.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/russell/russell10.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/beynon/beynon09.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/beynon/beynon07.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/alexander/alexander02.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/alexander/alexander03.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/alexander/alexander04.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/russell/russell04.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/anderton/anderton02.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/beynon/beynon10.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/russell/russell09.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/russell/russell01.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/beynon/beynon08.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/beynon/beynon02.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/russell/russell07.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/beynon/beynon05.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/russell/russell03.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/beynon/beynon01.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/beynon/beynon13.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/line/line01.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/russell/russell08.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/russell/russell08.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/beynon/beynon15.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/beynon/beynon16.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/beynon/beynon12.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/beynon/beynon11.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/russell/russell06.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/swinnerton/swinnerton07.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/anderton/anderton01.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/beynon/beynon14.jpg
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Photographs and names supplied by Joyce Russell, daughter of William Russell, Denice Line, daughter-in-law of 
Tom Line, Raine Alexander, daughter of Eric Evans and Geoff Swinnerton, son of Jack Swinnerton. 

International Red Cross Inspection Reports 

Date of visit: 16 February 1943 

General Description 

The prisoners live in a wooden barrack near the sawing-mill where they are engaged in work. 

Interior arrangement 

The interior arrangements of the barrack are rather complete as there is plenty of wood available for boxes, 
cupboards and other practical arrangements. The only complaint is the lack of a special drying-room. 

Bathing and washing facilities 

The water supply is adequate as there is always hot water available in two boilers heated with chips from the 
wood yard. 

Toilet facilities 

Adequate. 

Food and Cooking 

The food is good. 

Medical attention and sickness 

Medical attention is given by one recognised medical orderly. Furthermore, the patients are allowed to go to a 
civil doctor in this town. He is said to be a bit slow in sending men back to Stalag when in need of lazaret 
treatment. Two patients were presented to the doctor delegate for medical examination. For one of them the 
delegates proposed the transfer to Stalag. Dental treatment is satisfactory here. The men are allowed once a 
week to go to a civil dentist who does extractions and fillings. For dentures the men have to be sent back to 
Stalag. 

Clothing 

No overalls have been given out. The order that two kits should be in the British prisoners' of war possession has 
not worked. The principal Man of Confidence in Stalag XVIII will be made aware of this. 

Laundry 

Done by the men themselves. 

 

http://www.stalag18a.org/anderton/anderton03.JPG
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Money and Pay 

No complaint. 

Canteen 

There is a canteen in the work but the prisoners of war hardly use it. Some articles can be got in the nearby 
village. 

Religious activity 

No padre has ever come to this camp. It can be explained by the long and complicated trip it would mean to 
reach this spot. 

Recreation and exercise 

There is no place for outdoor games as the peasants do not want the grass, where one could play, trampled out. 
Walks will be oranised to procure outdoor exercise to the men. (The photos showing football teams does seem to 
indicate that this problem was solved.) 

Mail 

Not satisfactory. 

Welfare work 

In order. 

Complaints 

a) The British Man of Confidence wishes to go from time to time to Stalag to confer with Sgt. Maj. Stevenson. 
This, however, could not be granted as the guard is not strong enough to let one man travel with Minta. 
b) In this camp the German NCO commanding the Work Parties used to inflict collective punishment when one of 
the prisoners escaped. Also he did hold back the Red Cross parcels for lighter disciplinarian punishment. The 
command of this camp was taken from him a few days ago and his successor seems to be a different type of 
man. He is aware that these measures are strictly forbidden and the British Man of Confidence told the inspector 
that work with the new camp Commander was correct. 

General impression 

This work camp is a good one. 

 

 
Work Camp  934 GW 

 

Location: Glashütte 
Type of work: Forestry 
Man of Confidence: Unknown 
Number of Men: 17. 
Known to be present: 
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Forename Surname Rank Unit POW Comments 

James Law Andrews L/Cpl HLI 8075   

Fred G. Balls Dvr RASC 8092 Harwich, Essex 

Eric Arthur Beeching L/Bdr RA 8085   

James William Corbett Gnr RA 8084   

Charles Joseph Curry Spr RE 8310   

Bill T. Darby Gnr RA 8390   

John Richard Davidson Dvr RASC 5448 Scotland 

Daniel Dowen Gnr RA 8391   

Alf Hague Gnr RA 8389   

Walter Lauder Gnr RA 8019   

Eric V. Mayo Gnr RA 8083   

Clifford Nelson Sgmn R Sigs 4109   

Fred Johann Orban T/L/Bdr SA Art. 8254 South Africa 

Frederick Edmund Payne Cpl RAC 8082   

Dave W. Thomas L/Bdr   8167 South Africa 

Arthur Weston Gnr RA 8309   

 (Names and details supplied by Roy Rees, son-in-law of Charles Curry, and Chris Kemp, grandson of Tom 
Darby. Last photo supplied by Paul Newman, grandson of Fred Balls.) 
 

 

 

 

 

Having been evacuated from Greece, Charles Currie was captured in North Africa. After some time as a POW in 
Italy, he was transferred to Austria in 1943. 

Klagenfurt, Austria was to be our destination. We arrived on the afternoon of October 11th 1943 at Stalag 18A. 
This was only a transit camp, we were told, and we would only be staying for a few days to be allocated to a 
working camp. Unlike with the Italians, all prisoners were forced to work, the only exceptions being officers. All 
our clothes were taken from us, and we were issued with clean British battle dress, two pair of boots, three shirts 
and three pairs of socks. It must have been all from our stores, which had been abandoned in France and 
Greece. The only alteration they had made was a section had been cut out of the right hand sleeve, and a band 
of field grey material sewn in. This was to let every body know we were prisoners of war. We were also given an 
identity tag similar to those worn by the German soldiers, and told it must be worn at all times. Any personal 
effects were given back to us after they had been checked out. After a few weeks we were put into small groups 
to go to working camps, some were sent singly to work on farms, our group was twelve men, none of them that 
had been captured with me, they had split us all up. 

We left by truck early one morning under guard, driven to the railway station, put into a cattle truck and locked in. 
The train journey took us as far as a small town called Furstenfeld, where we were transferred into the back of a 
lorry and taken to a small village called Glashutten. It was the 7th November 1943. The guards that had 
accompanied us passed us over to two other soldiers and two other men in civilian clothes. We were lined up in 
twos and told to follow one of the civilians, the others following at the rear. We were in mountain country, and 
seemed to be climbing all the way. We were in for a shock, the walking turned into a mountain climb. It took us 
two hours to reach our new accommodation, climbing all the way, although we all had thought we were quite fit, it 
came as a shock to find the elderly man who had lead the way, still looked fresh while we were all shattered. It 
turned out the two guards who had met us were to be our permanent custodians, a corporal and a private. 

The accommodation was a good-sized wooden building within a barbed wire compound. There were ten bunk 
beds, a table and twenty folding chairs. It had three windows with iron bars on the outside. It appeared to be quite 
roomy inside with electric lighting. There were two prisoners already there when we arrived, one was John 
Davidson, a Scot, who spoke enough German to understand, and make himself understood. He had been 
working in the sawmill down in the valley. The other was Clive Nelson who seemed to live on his nerves. He had 
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been the cooks dogsbody. We were told we were in Austria and the two guards were local men. The camp was 
on a private estate owned by Prince Bourbon and we were sent by the military to work with the estate workers in 
the forest. 

After a good wash and freshen up, a hot meal was served to us by a woman who was introduced to us, by the 
Guard, as Fraulein Maria Gabauer. He told us she would be cooking for us and we were privileged to have her, 
as she was in normal times the Prince’s cook. I am sure we all agreed that after army cooking and Italian prison 
camp food, anyone who knew how to cook would be a great privilege indeed, but we wouldn't tell him that. We 
found out later from the civilians with whom we were working, the prisoners we had replaced had been French. 
They had been given their own rations each week and one of their number would do the cooking. Unfortunately 
they seemed to run out of supplies after five days and consequently spent more time looking in the woods for 
something to eat than doing any work. To make sure that wouldn’t happen again the estate manager, known as 
‘The Furstmeister’ had sent the cook to look after us. 

To get back to our first evening. After we had eaten, we were told that our routine would be reveille at six, we 
would be given a packed lunch, start work at seven, work on site until five, a hot meal would be given to us after 
we had refreshed, lights out at ten. John Davidson and Clive Nelson were told that they would continue with their 
allocated work, the rest of us would be working with the civilians in the forest. We would be under a Herr Piklever 
who was the party member in charge of every one and every thing in the village. The guard also told us there 
would be nothing to stop us from running away, but obviously we couldn't get very far. We would stand out like a 
sore thumb, and we would be risking our lives both from the military and the mountain terrain. 

The next morning we were given a cup of coffee, a round of bread and a slice of cheese for our breakfast. Herr 
Piklever and another civilian came to collect us, counted how many of us there were and off we went into the 
forest. Herr Piklever leading the way with the other civilian at the rear. It took us a good half an hour to reach the 
cutting where we would be working, and there we met the rest of the civilians. They were all middle-aged men, as 
all the younger men had been called up into the army. There were quite a few trees already felled, and one of the 
men was assigned to teach us what we had to do. The procedure was to chop off all the branches with an axe, 
then strip off all the bark with a long handled scraper, the blade was similar to a paint scraper, only more robust. 
The axes they used, had a shaft of about 20 inches long, much shorter than those used at home, they would be 
about 30 inches long I would think. Although none of us knew any German, and none of them knew any English, 
his instructions were quite easy to follow. He explained that for safety sake while chopping off branches, we must 
always work on the side of the log away from us. He then showed us how to remove the bark with the scrapers, 
which turned out to be remarkably easy. If the bark was left on for any length of time, its removal got harder he 
told us. When he was satisfied that we knew what we were doing, four of us were given axes, the rest were given 
scrapers, and left to get on with it. 

The trees we were working on were all about 100 years old, 40 to 50 foot high, and were all felled to fall uphill. As 
the slopes were fairly steep, this meant we were working one leg longer than the other, and was quite tiresome. 
We solved this, as one leg became tired, we moved round to the other side of the tree. The Austrian civilians 
were all quite friendly and easy going, not at all like most of the Germans with which we had come into contact. 
Although we did do a little work, a great deal of time was spent larking around. I think they thought we were a lot 
of fools and very impractical, but that was what we intended. 

At the end of the day, as we came down the mountain, it gave us a chance to look around. The position of our 
hut was at the end of a short road. The guards’ quarters were just outside the entrance to our small compound. 
Their hut contained the kitchen and also their office. Beyond this there were three houses, and behind them 
another nine or ten built on the mountainside. All these houses were built from wood in the traditional Austrian 
style, but not so posh as those seen in the tourist areas today. Every thing around seemed to be made from 
wood apart from the wire fence around our compound. Even our washing place was a trough carved out of a log. 
The water was from a mountain stream piped into it through a wooden pipe. There was also a wooden overflow 
pipe so the flow could be continuous. The toilet was a small wooden hut containing a dry toilet box also made 
from wood. This had to be emptied every Saturday afternoon after work. We did have a rota for this job. 

We did receive pay for our work, but as there was little to buy, we spent it on services. Some of the women did 
our washing and mending, so it made life quite easy going, more than easy going for a prisoner of war camp. I 
am quite sure if the German authorities had known the conditions we were living in, they would have made it 
much harder or moved us out all together. 

It was October and we had only been at the camp for a few weeks when it started to snow. When it snows in 
Austria it is a white out. Nothing to be seen but a white screen. Never the less, if we expected to get time off, we 
were sadly disappointed. Each day it snowed, and did it snow every day for a whole week, our first job was to 
follow the snowplough, and shovel the drifting snow from the road. Starting from the camp, passing the houses 
along the road, we then walked about three quarters of a mile to the sawmill. Carrying on from there for another 
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quarter of a mile, we then came to a guesthouse. Then onward again for another mile to where the road led onto 
a major road. We were told that was the boundary of the estate, and where their responsibility ended. Everything 
went on as normal in spite of the snow, all the locals used skis to get around, even small babies wore very small 
skis and transport was horse drawn sleighs. After it stopped snowing it was back to work in the woods. 

The civilians all turned up in the morning, but none of them were wearing skis. We were told we had to make a 
path through the snow, the best way to do this was to walk in single file as this trampled the snow solid. After a 
while we noticed that where previously we were walking through the woods, we now appeared to be on top of the 
trees. Because the trees were growing so close together, the snow had formed a platform on the branches. What 
previously had been tall trees, now appeared to be small Christmas trees. They assured us it was quite safe, the 
path would be solid until the thaw, and as they seemed quite happy to use it, we assumed we could too. 

On arrival at the cutting we found everything deep in snow. It was not as bad as we expected. As it was an open 
space, much of the snow was piled up at the boundaries, we were told to dig out all the narrow tree top logs that 
were less than 200 mm in diameter. The civilians were busy making saw trestles from pieces of branches. It was 
amazing what they could make just using an axe and an auger. As each log was dug out, we dragged them to 
the men who were then cutting them into one-metre lengths. This was to be next winters fuel for the village. After 
a few days there was quite a large stack of cut logs. 

The following day we took three large sleds up to the site. They were loaded up with the logs and a bundle of 
them tied with a chain was attached to the back of the sled. One man was in the shafts at the front and another 
man stood on the logs at the back. Going downhill the man at the front had his legs stretched out in front of him, 
digging his heels into the snow. The job of the man at the back was to act as a brake if the speed got too fast. He 
did this by jumping up and down on the trailing logs. This may sound pretty primitive but it moved a lot of logs a 
long way down the mountain in a very short time. We really enjoyed these couple of days, it was like a fantasy 
Cresta run. It could have been quite dangerous. If one of these loaded sleds had turned over while travelling at 
that speed, goodness only knows what the outcome would have been. But we thought it was great fun, and made 
the most of it. 

It was shortly after this I received two books sent by a neighbour of my mother. One was the life and music of 
Elgar; the other was the Forsyth Saga. The reading of them filled in quite a few pleasant evenings as we were 
always looking for things to fill in the time on these winter nights. 

The days became very repetitive, working in the forest and clearing the snow. Very soon Christmas was upon us. 
The only memorable thing I can remember was the very good Christmas dinner Fraulein Gabauer cooked up for 
us. There was quite a lot of black market in it I am sure. The civilians were all subject to rationing, and though 
they all kept a cow and a pig, that was taken into account as part of their ration. When a cow or a pig was 
serviced, a record was kept by the authorities, and when the cow or the pig gave birth the owner had to notify 
them of the number of offspring from each animal. Needless to say if a cow gave birth to twins, one of them 
would disappear before the inspector arrived. The same thing would happen with the pigs. Whatever number of 
piglets it had in the litter, there would always be a few less for the inspector to count. This meant quite healthy 
eating for everyone in the village, including us POWs, for when one of these animals were slaughtered, it would 
never be reported. 

After Christmas all the big logs that had been cut, had to be transported down to the sawmill, which was about 
two miles from where they had been felled. This turned out to be another eye opener for us. The method they 
used was to bring together a large diameter log, then two narrow diameter logs, and another large diameter log 
the other side, making a channel. At the bottom of the channel another one would be made, and so on to the 
bottom of the cutting. As all the trees had been felled falling up the slope, the bottom of each channel was bigger 
than the top of the next channel. So when a log was loaded into the channel at the top of the site it shot down at 
a terrific speed. The channels ended at the sunken path we had used to take the fuel logs down to the village on 
the sleds. As this was like a wide channel itself, the logs continued down this, past the village and right to the 
sawmill. Just before they reached the mill, the logs went into a hollow and had to slide uphill about 50 yards, so 
bringing them to a stop. It was the most primitive method and yet the most efficient method to move a few 
hundred logs two miles in a couple of days. This is only a brief description of the method they used. It was a work 
of art the way they managed to change the direction the logs had to travel to reach their final destination of the 
sawmill. 

Spring came, and the work changed from felling trees, to planting three-year-old trees grown in a nursery. These 
were planted on sites that had been cleared three years previously, and the old stumps were just beginning to 
rot. The method of planting was each plant one metre apart, each row one metre apart. I understand that as they 
grow so close to one another they tend to grow straighter than if they were further apart. Every couple of years 
they thin them out, the first time is when they are tall enough for Christmas trees and then when they are big 
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enough for telegraph poles. This leaves the others about three metres apart which are then left growing for about 
eighty to one hundred years when they are then felled for timber. 

It was round about this time one of my back teeth started to ache. I put up with it as long as I could until in the 
end I reported sick. The guard escorted me to the dentist in the village the next day. When I arrived I was left in 
the waiting room for quite some time on my own. While I was waiting I picked up a magazine to look at the 
pictures, and came across an advertisement for the railway, which had a full-page map of the local area. You 
never can tell when a thing like that will come in use, so I tore it out and put it in my pocket. Shortly afterwards I 
was called into the surgery, if you could call it that. There was no sign of a dentist chair or any equipment. He sat 
me on a low chair, standing behind me he tipped the chair back resting it on his legs, had a look for which tooth it 
was and next thing I knew he had the pliers in my mouth and the tooth out. No anesthetic and I must say it was 
so quick I hardly felt it come out. He was a big man, a very big man. I don't know if he was a dentist or not, but he 
could certainly take teeth out. I thanked him, and the guard and I started our long climb up the mountain back to 
the camp. 

When we turned out for work the following morning, Herr Piklever arrived with only one man who we all knew as 
Gunter. He informed us that the estate manager wanted to see three representatives of us POWs. So, wondering 
what it was all about, we had a discussion and the men chose John, the German speaker, Arthur, who could 
make himself understood in any language, and myself, just to keep check on the other two. With Herr Piklever at 
the lead, off we went to meet Mr. Big whom we had only heard about, but never seen before this. We were 
introduced to him as Herr Muller, after the usual niceties he came round to the purpose of this meeting. As from 
now, Gunter would take charge of the work, and we would be working alone. He wanted us to agree to fell ten 
logs a man per day, this figure was based on the reports he had received from the civilians we had been working 
with. If we would agree to this he would pay us civilian pay, which we could save up for after the war. When John 
told us what he wanted, we just looked at each other and burst out laughing. We said we would put it to the 
others but it was unlikely they would agree to anything like he was asking. He said he would like an answer by 3 
o'clock. So back to the camp we made our way, with tongue in cheek, to put his proposals to the others. 

The discussion became quite complex because it was obvious he was not going to put up with the way we had 
been larking about up to now, and everyone agreed we couldn't have been better treated or had better conditions 
than we now had. So it was agreed to put a compromise to him. The compromise was this, that as they were not 
going to win the war anyway, the money was not worth the paper it was printed on. We would offer to fell and trim 
six logs a man if we could, then call it a day and finish work. We expected him to offer to meet us halfway and 
ask us to fell eight logs a man instead of six. The men had agreed to settle for that. At 3 o'clock we took back our 
offer, and were quite surprised to find he accepted it straight away. The men said that perhaps we should have 
offered to do only four, then it would have made him feel he had put one over on us when we settled for the same 
six. He wasn't too impressed when we told him their money wouldn't be worth anything after the end of the war, 
but he agreed that when the quota of the day was finished, the rest of the day would be our own. 

The news of the deal soon went round the village, and the local men said that based on the way we had worked 
with them we wouldn't be finished by midnight! We were told we would be opening a new site, and the following 
morning set off up the mountains with Gunter leading the way and Herr Piklever at the rear. When we arrived at 
the new site, Herr Piklever took an axe, and marked the first line of trees to be felled with a blaze, and then, 
leaving us in Gunter’s hands, he left. Gunter was a simple countryman, a slow thinker but a very good worker. 
We found out later that when the Germans had taken over in Austria, he had been put in prison as a communist. 
It wasn't true, he just didn't agree to his country being taken over, and couldn't understand why people had to 
fight each other. 

I don't think I have mentioned it before, but one of the chaps named Walter Lauder turned out to be John 
Davidson’s cousin, both Scotsmen. Walter had worked on forestry in Scotland, so he opted to do the cutting with 
another chap who was from New Zealand who had also worked on forestry. The first row of trees is always the 
hardest to fell because of the trees behind them. We had seen the civilians get a few caught up in the branches 
of the trees at the back. These two lads started on these trees, and had them falling like ninepins, it was taking 
the rest of us all our time to keep pace stripping them. Gunter was marking the stripped trees out for logs, it was 
usual to get three logs from a tree, depending on it’s height, but sometimes if a tree was misshaped it had to be 
cut accordingly. 

Being our first day working on our own, we had been going at it quite hard, just to see what we could do. We 
could see Gunter was getting very agitated, telling us to slow down, and just after eleven o'clock he call a halt. 
We had already fulfilled the quota, and had twenty extra logs finished for the next day. He said we dare not go 
back down to the camp at this time or the Furstmeister would certainly expect us to do more. We could see he 
was quite right in what he said, so we had our packed lunch, and then just lounged around until three- thirty, 
getting down to the camp about four o'clock. The following day we took our time, and still finished by lunch. 
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In the meantime Gunter had started to make a shelter from tree branches, and the top parts of some of the trees, 
he said we would need it if we had any rainy days. He had made a large framework, which was put together by 
drilling holes with an auger and then fastening them together with pegs. We wondered how he was going to 
make it watertight. He then showed us how to strip the bark from the logs in sheets, rather than just scraping it off 
in the usual way. The sheets were then used in the same way as if it were roofing felt. It took quite a while longer 
to remove the bark in sheets, if a slight slip was made, the sheet would not be good enough to use for this 
purpose. As it was turned three o’clock by now, we left that job for the morrow. The two sawyers now had more 
space to fell the trees, so the work became even easier, we now had no problem finishing our quota by eleven 
every day. 

Gunter had finished the shelter, with our help of course, but he had truly amazed us with the finished product. He 
may not have been the brightest brain box in the world, but he certainly knew his woodcraft. The shelter was 
about twelve feet long by eight feet wide, there were full-length seats either side, with soft pine fronds to soften 
the seat. A full-length fireplace right down the centre, with a six-inch full-length opening in the apex of the roof to 
let the smoke out. It was so good we began to think it might be a first haven in an escape attempt, but although 
the woods looked empty of people we knew there were plenty of men working there, and also the estate 
gamekeeper was armed with a hunting rifle. They knew their way around this maze of trees and paths, we didn’t. 
So that idea was put on the back burner for the time being. 

Now we had more time in the evening, we began to entertain ourselves. We played Charades so much, I think 
we would have been taken on at any of the drama schools. One day while we were working, someone suggested 
if we were to cut two inches from the bottom of one of the big logs, it would make a good dartboard. In a few 
days, we not only had a very good dartboard, we also all had our own darts, which we had made ourselves. 
Gunter had supplied us with some fine nails, from which we made darts by knocking them into pieces of branch 
and then taking the tops off by filing the points at the other end with one of his saw files. He was completely 
mystified, he had never seen darts before, and I suspect he thought we were making some sort of weapons. An 
evening darts league was set up and we all played a match every night. The two guards were quite amazed, 
neither of them had ever seen a game of darts before, but neither of them would have a try. I think they thought 
they might loose face if they missed the board. 

Another game we started to play was volleyball. Behind the hut, within the compound was a piece of land on 
quite a steep slope. We asked permission to try to level it. Permission was given as long as we didn't dig too near 
the fence. However when we started to dig at the top of the slope, we found we could only go down about twelve 
inches before we came to rock. So we finished with only a slightly less sloping area than we started with. Never 
the less, we made a volleyball pitch even though it was difficult to play on. At the beginning, the ball we used was 
made from paper tied with string, but the villagers always seemed to be interested in what we were doing, and so 
one of them sent us a ball. 

Round about this time, one of the guards said that if anyone could play an accordion there was one for sale in the 
village that was going cheap. I thought that as I could play a piano, it wouldn't take much practice to learn to play 
an accordion, so I said I would buy it. The next evening, the guard brought in the accordion in its case. When I 
opened it, shock horror, it wasn't a piano accordion but the Austrian type with buttons at both ends. Never one to 
be defeated, I said to the others, “Oh well, it will be a challenge”. But I got barred from practicing inside, and had 
to go out onto the volleyball pitch. I did eventually get the hang of it, and could rustle up a few tunes they could all 
sing too, but I must admit I was never very good at it. 

It was coming to the end of summer when one morning we were informed, “Change of plan for today”. A lorry 
was waiting to take us to one of the farms on the estate. Today we would be picking apples from the orchard. It 
was quite a big orchard, and the apple trees were also big trees. We were given ladders to reach the fruit at the 
top of the trees, and shown how to just twist the apples to release them without bruising them. The farmer 
provided bread and cheese for our lunch, and also a large barrel of cider to quench our thirst as we were 
working. I think that was a fatal mistake, for half of the lads were incapable well before it was time to go back to 
the compound. They just didn't realize how strong cider can be. 

These breaks were a welcome change from the routine forestry work, and a few days later we joined some of the 
villagers to collect bilberries. The method they used was very interesting, if you can imagine a crumb tray with 
high sides and back made from wood with the front edge like a comb with long teeth, that was the tool they used. 
They just sweep the tools through the plants, and all the fruit falls into the trays. We had with us three old 
fashioned galvanized baths which we filled in about three hours. I don't know what the weight of the fruit was, but 
I know the baths were pretty heavy to carry even with two men to each bath. 

The woods were a great source of wild fruit and mushrooms at this time of the year. A few days earlier I had 
come across a patch of wild strawberry plants. I can tell you the flavour of wild strawberry is intense, so much 
stronger than the cultivated fruit. There was some fungi in the woods, that looked like cream coloured cow pats, 
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from which the locals used to make mushroom soup. I must say, that when our cook made some for us, I think it 
was, and still is, the tastiest mushroom soup I have ever tasted. 

It wasn't long before winter set in, and we went into the usual routine of snow clearing, winter firewood and 
bringing down all the logs we had cut in the summer. 

It was coming up to Christmas. One of the guards knowing I was a Catholic, the only Catholic amongst the 
prisoners, asked me if I would like to go to midnight mass on Christmas Eve. I replied, “I would like that very 
much, but what are the chances of that happening?” He replied, “I will fix it, you can come with me”. All the other 
men thought he was trying to wind me up, and I must say I thought they may be right, but on Christmas Eve he 
told me to be ready at eleven o'clock, and sure enough at eleven he opened the door and called me out. 

It is quite a long walk down to the village, but going down is much quicker than the long climb back. Tonight it 
seemed no time at all before we were at the church. The village seemed dead, there were no lights, they had a 
black out too, and even inside the church the lighting was not very bright. I'm afraid I got rather emotional, for me 
to get to mass seemed like a dream come true. However not all the people in the church seemed to approve of 
me being there, there were quite a lot of hostile looks, or perhaps they were just curious. I am afraid my few 
words of German made it very difficult for me to express my thanks to the guard for his kind gesture. 

It must have been about two o'clock by the time we got back to the camp, all the others were well away in the 
land of nod. So I got into bed as quietly as I could and I soon joined all the others in sleep. Christmas morning 
was a late morning for everyone; civilians, guards, and prisoners alike. Fraulein Gabauer cooked for us a slap up 
dinner, Wiener Schnitzel venison steaks with all the trimmings, followed by roly-poly pudding. 

After dinner some of the locals offered to lend us some skis and asked the guards to let us have a try at skiing on 
the slope just below the compound. The guards gave permission and we all trooped out to see what we could do. 
I think perhaps there was a little bit of craftiness on their part, because if any of us could ski, they would be the 
ones to watch. For without skis, when the snow was down there would be little chance of getting very far in any 
escape plan. We all took it in turns to try to ski down the slope. At first it was all we could do to stand up, never 
mind get down to the bottom of the slope. But after a while we did manage it. We could neither turn nor stop, the 
only option open to us was to fall down, much to the amusement of the villagers who had all come to watch us 
making fools of ourselves. To them it must have been strange to see anyone who couldn't ski, all the children 
were on little skis when they were just learning to walk, so to them it was just a natural thing. It was all a complete 
change to us, and I must say a very enjoyable, memorable, and unexpected Christmas Day. 

It was back to work the following day, and as time went on the war seemed to be coming more intense. There 
were many more air raids, and every morning, as we went to work, we were picking up leaflets dropped by the 
planes, which gave us some idea of what was going on in the outside world. I must say there were no raids in our 
area, they were much further away, but we must have been on the flight path to the industrial district of Wien. We 
did see a couple of dogfights as the German fighters tried to shoot down the bombers. 

This reminds me of one such incident when Gunter came to work one morning very angry, saying that one of the 
planes had shot at his chickens. He could not believe that they were just stray bullets, they were not trying to kill 
his chickens. It took him all day to get over it, and he went home after work still very apprehensive and 
unconvinced. 

Spring seemed to come early, the snow gradually melted away and the sun became much warmer. We opened a 
new cutting right on the top of a mountain. There were no trees above us, just heather where we could sit at 
lunchtime enjoying the sunshine and the marvellous view. From where we sat, we could see for miles over the 
plains of Hungary and down to Yugoslavia. 

It was on one of these lunch time sessions, when one of the lads said, “What is that over there in the distance?” It 
just looked like a white cloud, but it was moving and heading in our direction. As it got closer we could see it was 
planes, a great number of them, they seemed to cover a massive area of the sky. By now we could hear the 
noise of the engines, it sounded like continuous thunder. We started to count the planes as they passed us by 
and got to around three hundred bombers with a number of fighter planes as escort. As they passed on we saw 
another lot and following on as many again, altogether close on a thousand planes. I don't think there can be 
many people who have ever seen so many planes in the air at the same time, but being so high up, and having 
such a clear view over a long distance, we could see them all at the same time. 

After they had all passed over. The sky, which had been so blue before, was now completely covered with cloud 
made by the vapour trails from the planes. At first we thought they must be heading for Wien, but I think it must 
have been further on or we would have heard the noise. As we never saw any of the planes come back, the 
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assumption was some town in Germany must have been their target. Wherever it was it must have been a big 
place to send so many planes. It could be the three groups each went to different places, however as we never 
heard any news, we never found out.I don't suppose we ever will. 

The locals were quite shaken by the number of planes they had seen passing over the village. When Gunter told 
them of how many there had been altogether, it seemed to sink in that the war was very nearly over. There was 
quite a lot of rumour around that the Russian troops were not so far away. What we began to realize was the 
locals, apart from one or two who were members of the Nazi party, felt as much prisoners of the Germans as we 
did. But because of the politics involved, they were afraid to speak out. We tried to find out how the war was 
going from Gunter who had become very tight lipped since the chicken episode. He hadn't forgiven us for 
laughing at him about it, to him it was such a serious thing. However one morning he did tell us that on the radio 
there was a report that Hitler had ordered all prisoners of war from the outskirts of the country, to be marched into 
the heart of Germany. Not knowing whether this was true or not we decided to play safe and work on the 
assumption it could be true. It was time for us to prepare to move under our own steam in whatever direction we 
thought best. 

That night, we all packed away anything we wanted to take with us and worked on the window bars until they 
were loose and could be removed. Sure enough, the next morning the guard told us to line up outside as he had 
received instructions to march us to a town where all the POWs from farms and outlying camps would be 
grouped together and marched into Germany. John as spokesman for us all, just told him we were not going. He 
replied he would probably have to shoot us. We all knew that unless a senior officer gave him an instruction to 
shoot us, it just wouldn't happen. Also as there was no telephone in the village, he would have to go to the 
guesthouse to receive any other instructions. So we told him to go ahead and shoot. If that was to be our attitude 
he said, he would have to go for extra men who would not be as nice to us as he had been, we would be locked 
in until he got back with assistance. 

Locking us in, or so he thought, away he went down the road to find help. As we had already planned, when he 
was out of sight, we had split up into twos and threes, and with what we could carry we got out one by one 
through the back window. One of the lads, Jim, went over on his ankle and sprained it getting out, he found he 
couldn't walk on it so decided to stay put where he was. The chap who had paired up with him, Bill, said he would 
stay with him. The rest of us left. 

There were three of us in our group, Walter Lauder, Arthur Weston and myself. Our plan was to head for 
Hungary. So following a path going east we set off through the woods. This direction was new to us, all our work 
had taken us the opposite way, and we found ourselves climbing quite steeply. After about twenty minutes we 
decided to have a rest, and seeing a fallen tree a little distance away in the woods, we walked over and sat 
down. It seemed only like a minute later when we saw a soldier coming along the path, and we just froze. He had 
his head down, as if in deep thought, passing along without apparently noticing us. When he was out of sight we 
began to wonder where this path was leading and whether we should try another route. It was then that we 
noticed we had a very good view of the compound. We could see Jim and Bill just sitting in the sun outside the 
hut. We could also see the guard had returned, and seemed to be burning something on a bonfire outside his 
office. 

It was quite intriguing, watching and wondering what was going on down there. It was not long before we saw the 
guard come out of his office, lock the door and after speaking to Jim and Bill, walk off down the road with his pack 
on his back, leaving the two of them on their own. It was then we started thinking, if there was no guard there, 
rather than sleeping rough out in the open, we could go back and sleep in our bunks, wake up refreshed in the 
morning, and set out with the whole day before us. We decided to take a chance, and do just that. 

When we reached the camp, two of the others had arrived back. They had also been watching what was 
happening from another position in the woods and came to the same decision as us. It wasn't long before we 
were joined by two more of the lads who had taken a path only to find it was taking them in a direction they didn't 
want to go. They decided to return and take another path, but when they saw us, they came down to the camp to 
find out what was going on. 

It was now getting late afternoon and Fraulein Gabauer came along to find out what was going on. We explained 
to her what we intended to do, and she said she would make a meal for us before she left. Later as we were 
eating the meal, one of the older men from the village came to see us and asked if we would do them a favour. 
He explained to us that they understood the Russians were not that far away, and fearing that if they came into 
the village they would take any food they could find, leaving them nothing. There was a field ploughed ready for 
planting, they knew we wanted to go, but would we help them to get the seed potatoes into the ground so that 
they would have at least some thing to eat next year. If the Russians did come before they could be planted, they 
would take the seed as food and leave them with nothing at all. We told him to leave us to talk about it, and we 
would let him know what we would do in the morning. 
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He told us that rumour had it, the German troops were withdrawing from Austria to the old German border, 
leaving Austria undefended. When he had left, we discussed what he said, and decided that in view of the fact, 
that apart from being locked up at night, we had been treated as part of their community and not at all as 
enemies. We had been given the same rations as they had, cooked by a top class cook. The women of the 
village had done all our washing and mending. In fact we could not have been treated any better. So we decided 
to stay a couple of days to help them out. 

The next morning we joined the rest of the villagers in the fields which had been ploughed ready for the planting. 
It was not very easy work, for apart from having to bend down all the time, being on the mountainside; there was 
also quite a steep slope to contend with. At the end of the second day, between us we had all managed to plant 
two fields of potatoes. Walter, Arthur, and I decided to move out the next morning. Jim was still not fit enough to 
walk, so he and Bill were going to stay. The other four couldn't make their minds up about which way they wanted 
to go. We all agreed it would be better to stick to the original plan and split up into small groups, that way there 
was more chance of some of us at least getting through. 

After walking into Hungary, Charles and his colleagues (Walter Lauder, Arthur Weston) were picked up by 
Russian soldiers. They eventually got back to the UK via Odessa and Naples. 

Tom Darby, Alf Hague and John Davidson reached the Russian lines safely. 
Cliff Nelson, F. Payne and David Thomas hid in the woods until 9th April and then contacted the Russians. 
Ernest Mayo, James Corbett and Eric Beeching hid in the woods and then, with civilian help, contacted the 
Russians and were repatriated via Odessa. 
Fred Balls, G. Andrews and D. Dowen reached Friedberg by 9th April and were then picked up by the Russians. 

(Details supplied Roy Rees, Charles Curry's son-in-law, and Chris Kemp, grandson of Tom Darby.) 

 

 

 

Work Camp  86 GW 
 

Work Parties: 66GW, 67GW, 68GW 
 
Location: Thesen, near Marburg on the Drau 
Type of work: Construction 
Man of Confidence: Bdr E.W. Legget 
Number of Men: 251 
Known to be present: 
 

Forename Surname Rank Unit POW Comments 

? Adams Sgt     Australia; escaped 1944 

Victor Leonard Bailey Gnr RA 4512 Also 143/GW 

George Cable Sailor HMS Gloucester   England; escaped 1944 

George Cotter Gnr     Australia; escaped 1944 

Viv Harper       NZ; escaped 1944 

? Honeywell Sgt Indian Army     

Arthur K. Harvey L/Cpl RAC 5331 Mansfield; also 7010/GW 

Walter Stephen Hunt Pte 24th Bn. 4646 NZ; 68/GW 

? Jennings Sgt     Australia; escaped 1944 

Charles H.J. Lawrence Tpr RAC 6047 Also 7010/GW 

E.W. Legget Bdr RA 6946   

Alec Marshall Pte R Ulst. R   Also 78/L; escaped 1944 

R.D. McCurdy Pte   4576 New Zealand 

Sid Paling       England 

? Poidevin Sgt     Australia; escaped 1944 

Albert 'Paddy' Roachock Pte 2/6 Inf. Bn. 7422 Australia 

http://www.stalag18a.org/wc7010gw.html
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? Rose Sgt Leics.   England 

Albert Arthur Smith Cpl Foresters 7474   

Harold J.F.E. Tideswell Sgmn R Sigs 4434 Also 539/L, 1010/GW 

Andrew Carr Tulip Sgmn R Sigs 5341 Co. Durham 

Elvet Williams Pte Welch 5841 Also 2056/L, 785/GW; escaped 1944 

? Winstanley       England 

  

 
 

 

Large group 4th Hussar POWs Stephen Hunt group 

 

 

 

Christmas Christmas Christmas 

 

 

 

Charles Lawrence Andrew Tulip Harold Tideswell 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

(The 4th Hussars and Christmas photos above are probably from 68/GW, but there is some doubt. These 
pictures kindly loaned by Bob Lawrence, son of Charles Lawrence, and Gill Rowe, daughter of Victor Bailey. The 
top right picture is definitely from 68/GW and includes Pte Stephen Hunt, 24th Bn. 2NZEF, kindly sent by his son, 
Eric. The Albert Smith picture comes from his son, David.) 

International Red Cross Inspection Reports 

Date of visit: September 8th 1943 

General Description 

Big camp formed by two barracks of the latest type with corridor. Special hut for washhouse and latrines. There is 
a compound for basketball inside the barbed wire. There is no dayroom in the camp. The delegate asked that 
one should be added as in the winter the men had no opportunity whatever for plays or concerts. 

http://www.stalag18a.org/wc539L.html
http://www.stalag18a.org/wc1010gw.html
http://www.stalag18a.org/wc2056L.html
http://www.stalag18a.org/wc785gw.html
http://www.stalag18a.org/tideswell/tideswell03.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/lawrence/lawrence01.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/hunt/hunt02.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/lawrence/lawrence03.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/lawrence/lawrence02.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/rowe/roweg03.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/lawrence/chjlawrence.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/tideswell/tideswell04.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/tideswell/tideswell01.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/smithdavid/smithdavid.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/smithpat/smithpat05.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/pooler/pooler14.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/lawrence/lawrence04.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/lawrence/lawrence07.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/lawrence/lawrence08.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/lawrence/lawrence11.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/rowe/roweg07.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/rowe/roweg08.jpg
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Interior arrangement 

The barracks contain a certain number of rooms left and right of the corridor for 15 to 20 men. There is electric 
light in the barracks and the heating is said to be adequate. 

Bathing and washing facilities 

Adequate. 

Toilet facilities 

Latrines (flush type) adequate. 

Food and Cooking 

The food is fetched at the works canteen. Private food is cooked in the sleeping quarters. 

Medical attention and sickness 

Medical attention is given by a civilian doctor attached to the works. There is a revier in the camp with 10 beds. 
The sanitators look after the sick. Medical supply adequate. Dental treatment in order.  

Laundry 

Done by the men.  

Money and Pay 

Correct. 

Canteen 

Some articles can be bought by the Man of Confidence in Marburg.  

Religious activity 

Regular visits from Stalag.  

Recreation and exercise 

Basketball is played in the camp. A football ground will be available outside the camp after 15th October. 

Mail 

Regular 

Welfare work 

In order. 

Complaints 

There was a complaint that the treatment of prisoners of war in this enterprise was not fair. They ask to be 
considered as soldiers and not merely as working slaves. The accompanying officer promised to see the director 
of works about this.  
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General impression 

Materially speaking this camp is very good but the attitude of the German civilian authorities creates continual 
difficulties. If this situation should go on, the Stalag would close this camp and take the prisoners-of-war back.  

April 22nd 1944  
 
The immediate dissolution of work detachments 64/65/68 GW at Thesen near Marburg was confirmed by 
Commandant.  (This reference refers to a special report dated 28th April 1944, which I don't have.) 
 

 
 

Work Camp  571 L 
 

Location: Mitterlassnitz 
Type of work: Farming? 
Man of Confidence: Cpl A. Armitt (Arnott in Red Cross Report) 
Number of Men: 20 (2 camps of 12 and 8 men) 
Known to be present: 
 

Forename Surname Rank Unit POW Comments 

Albert Armitt Cpl RAOC 7308 Salford; MOC 

Roy Ashley Sgmn R Sigs 6832 Australia? 

John Oliver Braysher Gnr RA 5938   

Harold James (Jim) Chantrey   R Marines 6144 MOC 

Jack Chester L/Sgt RA 9157   

Douglas Edward Sanders Hill Gnr 2 A/Tk. Rg. 7830 Durban, S. Africa 

Baggie Holland         

Alec Holt Gnr RA 6934 London 

James Armstrong Jackson Sgt RA 9158   

Dennis Neal/Neil Dvr RASC 5505   

Dick Pleace Gnr RA 6819 London 

Thomas Kevin Vetch Ross Pte 2/4 Inf. Bn. 3897 Sydney, Australia 

Gordon Smeaton Pte 25 Bn. 7549 New Zealand 

Tommy Twort L/Bdr RA 6837   

Frank Wray       Eastbourne; 'Tiny Tanker' 

Freddie Woodroof Sgmn R Sigs 4266 London 

Photos have been supplied by Chris Braysher, son of John Braysher, Karen Chantry Wood, daughter of Jim 
Chantrey and Teresa Jackson, daughter-in-law of James Jackson. Names supplied by Karen Chantrey Wood. 
Jim Chantrey remembers that the POWs were 'billeted' in the tap room of a Gasthaus called Gasthaus zum 
Obersteir in Mitterlassnitz. A sign outside the Gasthaus warned that 'Any fraternisation with the POWs was 
strictly forbidden'. 

 
 

 

  

  

In the tap room Outside the Gasthaus   

http://www.stalag18a.org/braysher/braysher01.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/braysher/braysher02.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/braysher/braysher03.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/chantrey/chantrey01.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/chantrey/chantrey02.jpg
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John Braysher James Jackson Doug Hill 

 

International Red Cross Inspection Report 

Date of visit: 3 September 1943 

The sub-lager (smaller camp) is two hours walk away from the main camp. The men from this camp ask that they 
should be allowed to fetch their private and Red Cross parcels during the working hours in the main camp. 

 

 

 
 

 

http://www.stalag18a.org/braysher/braysher05.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/jackson/jackson01.jpg
http://www.stalag18a.org/jackson/jackson02.jpg

